
Stagnating Nobility and the Noble Shake

It  does  not  come  as  a  surprise  that  one  of  the  first  laws  dictated  by  the  Nazi
governament  of  Germany  concerned  the  welfare  and  respect  of  animals  which  a
vegeterian Adolf Hitler loved. As much as he loved animals he hated Jews and their ways
of slaughtering, letting cows and sheep bleed to death.

It does not come as a surprise today that once again, the petty bourgheoise puts all his
attention to puppies and ecological issues while enrolled in a most devastating capitalist
machine.  Militants  of  any  regime  now,  particularly  through  the  micro  dictatorship
allowed  by  social  media  propaganda,  present  themselves  as  mister  and  miss
philantropy.

It is, as I said in another essay, an allien philantrophy, which has no real understanding
of the causes and effects belonging to the very sphere of the self. It is only a mass media
output, a status within a network which does not so much differ from the small courts
of bored aristocrats of the 19th century.

We have identified theus far the new nobility but is there anything noble in them? As
their undertaking is simply only a poisitoning within a network, no noble aspiration can
be identified. To the contrary, in the technological commodity this widespread nobility
represent the very status of stagnation of life. Far beyond this stagnation it is necessary
to act.

With beyond I mean perhaps that a journey ought to be taken. A noble aspiration must
bring the individual to seek a path to pursue. In the maturation of his character, and
most importantly of his willing, the issue lays however to be connected to the mediated
stagnation. It exists as an hinder and only pure chances now, as its grip gets firm on
humanity, only by chance new noble souls ready to shake a putrifying stagnation will
emerge.

Hopefully noble words will proceed the vulgar missiles of populism which results from
this very paralysis of social life. Oh social body please get ou of the way, on holiday
perhaps. Oh noble souls, slowly emerge with your poetic power, emerge from all the
political noise, high as a shiny star around which all the stormy clouds quickly dissolve. 


